Elective Title

Pediatric Radiology Elective

Course Number
RAD 9020

Location
RWJUH

Elective Director
Mitchell Simon, M.D.

Elective Faculty
Drs. Underberg-Davis, Simon, Walor

Elective Contact
Jasmine Allen
RWJMS Radiology
MEB 404
New Brunswick

Contact Phone/Fax
Ph. 732-235-7721
Fax 732-235-6889
allenj1@rutgers.edu

Blocks Available
Contact Jasmine Allen Prior to Scheduling

Duration/Weeks
Min 2; Max 2

Hours per Week
40

Students
Max 1

Preparation: Experience the diagnostic Radiology Examinations appropriate for infants and children with emphasis on ALARE (as low as possible radiation exposure).

Objectives
To be able to manage the pediatric patient’s medical condition with appropriate diagnostic work-up.

Brief Description of Activities
Prerequisite reading material and web materials appropriate for level of medical students
Observation and interaction with pediatric radiology faculty from 9:00-1:00 am daily

Method of Student Evaluation
Quiz – to be scheduled with Jasmine Allen @ 732-235-7721 - 10 Questions
Project – about Pediatric Radiology (optional)

Are There Any Prerequisites for This Elective? Yes, Diagnostic Radiology

Is This Elective Available to Third Year Medical Students as Well? No